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“We  n e v e r  s c a n  d e a d  c a t s  b e c a u s e  w e  a r e  t o o  

bus y.“  

  N e w ha m  C o u n c i l  W o r k e r  

June 17 2019 : Westminster Hall 

“It’s time the Government gave the public what they believe is a microchip 

system that helps reunite pets with their families.   

‘Duty of Care’ and ‘Best Practice’ recommendations are misleading.    

It’s incomprehensible that councils believe throwing our pets away like dis-

posable rubbish is acceptable!  

Debbie Matthews : Stolen and Missing Pets Alliance 
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In 2016 Gizmo, a cat owned by Helena Abrahams went missing. 

Gizmo was later found to have been hit by a car and disposed of by a veterinary surgeon with-

out being scanned.  

Following this loss, Helena set about trying to encourage compulsory scanning and reuniting 

deceased cats with their owners by scanning the microchip and obtaining their information. 

She became aware of cats being disposed of by local authorities with-

out being scanned and owners left distraught, wondering where their 

beloved feline family member had gone. 

Stories came out of cats being disposed of on landfill or cremated 

without the owner’s knowledge or consent, cats being thrown into rub-

bish wagons and owners given the run around and not told accurate 

information and sometimes negligently misinformed as to the wherea-

bouts of their cat’s remains.  

These owners were prevented from saying goodbye and having clo-

sure.  

Helena then started a petition to change the law and with a team of volunteers publicised the 

petition on social media achieving over 107,000 signatures before it closed gathering press 

attention and national support from cat rescue charities and organisations as well as individual 

cat owners. 

Note: this petition is not about compulsory microchipping of cats, it is seeking compulsory 

scanning of cats.  

 Background to the petition 

The current response from the Department for Environment, Food and Ru-

ral Affairs to the petition (our emphasis added): 

We do not consider that it is necessary to introduce a new law requiring cats involved in road 

traffic accidents to be checked for a microchip because it is already good practice for local 

authorities to do so. Cats and dogs become members of the family and it is a great source 

of worry and uncertainty when they are injured or lost.  

The Government encourages veterinary practices and rehoming centres to scan cats and 

dogs brought to their premises so that their owners can be identified. In cases of road traffic 

accidents, we encourage local authorities to identify the owners where possible. 

We welcome the move by many local authorities to include a requirement in street cleaning 

contracts to scan pets found on the road for a microchip. All local authorities should already 

be in possession of handheld microchip scanners as they are  
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required to enforce dog microchipping controls. In addition, Rule 286 of The Highway Code ad-

vises drivers to report any accident involving an animal to the police, which we hope would 

lead to their owners being made aware of the incident. 

It is compulsory for all dogs to be microchipped in Great Britain and this enables stray dogs to 

be quickly reunited with their owners. Compulsory microchipping for dogs was introduced be-

cause of the particular public safety risk posed by stray dogs. The same risk is not associat-

ed with stray cats. Local authorities have powers to enforce the dog microchipping controls 

and in relation to stray dogs which means that all local authorities should already be in posses-

sion of handheld microchip scanners. 

The Government strongly recommends cat owners get their cat microchipped and keep their 

records up to date. We support cat charities’ microchipping campaigns and the statutory Code 

of Practice for the Welfare of Cats, made under the Animal Welfare Act 2006, contains advice 

about identifying cats including by use of a microchip. 

Whilst microchipping cats is good for their welfare, and it is important to publicise those bene-

fits, lost and stray cats do not pose the same public safety risk as dogs, and therefore making 

cat microchipping compulsory is not considered necessary at this time. We will continue to 

work, therefore, with the relevant stakeholders to stress the importance of cat microchipping, 

and the scanning of stray or lost pets. 

Our response to the DEFRA statement 

• The “good practice” of scanning cats is not happening. Staff are not trained and do 

not feel under any obligation to scan incoming cats so the requirement MUST be 
mandatory  

• Many councils, despite being obliged to scan dogs, do not have a scanner. Handheld 

scanners cost less than £40. Scanning takes seconds and checking the online data-
base a few minutes.  

• The independent waste companies such as Biffa are routinely failing to scan as there 

is no requirement in the contract to do so. Again the provision has to be made man-
datory.  

That stray cats do not pose a risk is not the point – this removal and destruction of a beloved 

family pet is causing significant distress and upset to members of the public who believe that 

their taxes paid to the council would mean that found animal would be scanned. 

”Currently there is no legislation for councils to scan  

dead pets they collect from roads and paths. 

They can throw pets into landfill without any comeback” 

Helena Abrahams 
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The human impact 
These stories from cat owners show clearly the human cost and why man-

datory scanning should be implemented. 

Jayne McNally and her cat Harry  

“My cat Harry was killed in a RTA two roads from my home. He was chipped, the chip details were 

registered and up to date.  

“A local resident found Harry deceased. Harry was collected by the council and the resident respond-

ed to a missing cat poster telling us he had been picked up.  

“We phoned the council as we wanted to bring Harry home and lay him to rest in the garden. The 

council said they don’t need to register finding him. I told them he was chipped and asked why he 

wasn’t scanned and why we weren’t informed.  

“They told us as he was a cat there was no obligation to check for a chip, register him picked up or 

indeed scan for a chip - tasks that would take minutes to carry out. 

“We were never allowed to lay Harry to rest. This is several years ago now but we still have that huge 

sadness surrounding the circumstances of Harry’s death.” 

Wendy Turner and Merlin 

“Merlin was such a character he filled our lives with his cute and mischievous ways .Sadly one day he 

went out and never returned, Merlin was 20 months old, neutered and microchipped.  

“I spent the day calling and looking for him and by the evening I put a post on Facebook asking if any-

one had seen him. Immediately I got a reply from a lady who said she had seen him on a pavement. I 

went straight out to find him, but he was nowhere to be found. A nearby shopkeeper said he had 

seen the cat being taken by the council van. 

“I called the council the following morning and spoke to a man who insisted they would be in touch 

with me after they had scanned the cat and I would be able to pick Merlin up and bring him home - 

unfortunately this did not happen. The next day I called again repeatedly being passed around to dif-

ferent departments with no success. I was told that Merlin would be added to the deceased animal list 

in a day or two. This frustration continued and in the end my complaint to the council was investigated 

and the outcome was in favour of the council saying that any animal found becomes the property of 

the council and that scanning was only best practice, so not enforceable. It was several weeks later 

that a vague description of a cat found in the area where Merlin was found appeared in the deceased 

animal list; the description did not mention his very bright collar at all. 

“It is two years since I lost Merlin and even now I feel that there is no closure. The thought of his pre-

cious remains being tossed away with rubbish or thrown into a furnace with no regard to him or his 

family I find very hard to accept. I only wanted to bring my boy home. This was the reason why I in-

vested in a microchip. If it was not for the reply to my Facebook post I would still be searching for 

Merlin.” 
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“For six years I have searched endlessly for my dearly loved Siamese.  

Such is the torment of never knowing. It is cruel beyond comprehension  

to be left to this tortuous quest if someone, somewhere knew  

that my boy could never be found. “ Toni Clarke 

Julie Hill (South Norwood Animal Rescue & Liberty) 

“Yesterday I was alerted to a deceased black and white cat found on Hither Green Lane, London 

SE13. The finder had posted it on Pets Located website.  When we go out to cats we always chip 

check and do our best to find the owners. 

“I was disgusted to discover that the finder had been told by Lewisham Council they had collected the 

body (before anyone had a chance to go) and that they DO NOT chip check bodies.  I have submitted 

a complaint to the Council and informed them that Bromley Council has an excellent policy in place for 

chip checking and suggested they should contact Bromley Council to find out more and adopt the 

same policy.  I also suggested they purchase some Halo scanners which are inexpensive and quick 

and easy to use.” 

Han Forshaw and Merlin 

“My Merlin went missing on Monday and still had not heard anything despite putting posters and 

making people aware via social media and knocking on doors.  

“I rang the council with some hope that they may be able to give me an answer of some sort- the 

only answer I had from the council was along the lines of-: 

“if we find or have reports of cats on the side of the road we collect and discard, we do not 

scan them for a chip , we don’t even keep a log/description of colour of animal we picked up, 

when or where we picked them up from. We may do if it was a dog but not a cat.  

“This left me going out of my mind with worry at the thought that someone could have found Merlin 

and cremated him without us knowing and potentially never knowing. After some time of me panick-

ing down the phone, the woman said that she would pass my contact details onto the team who 

deal with it however, said that they would probably not get back in touch- to which, they did not.  

“Thankfully, Merlin returned home after 6 days however, that was 6 days of worrying with no reas-

surance offered from the council- the people we pay tax towards. 
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Sara Brown and Coco 

“On Monday 19th November 2018, our two-year-old cat was killed in a road traffic accident. Around 

11am on 20th November, I checked on Facebook to see if there were 

any posts of found cats in our area.  To my horror I came across a post 

saying there was a deceased black cat just a short walk from where we 

lived which had been there since the early hours of Monday 19th.  My 

husband searched for the cat immediately but there was no sign of it.  I 

came home around 2.30pm and we both went looking again, just in case 

he missed it.  We listed him as lost on Pets Lost websites, put up post-

ers, banners left at the side of the road where he was found (asking if 

someone knew where he might have been taken), posted on Facebook, 

contacted vets locally and outside of our area, contacted charities and 

called our local council, who told us to call the company they contract out 

to Biffa Waste Services.  I was so desperate that I checked rubbish bins and went walking to try and 

find him. 

“I called Biffa Waste Services first thing, then again later in the afternoon.   

On my first call, I was told there was no record of a cat being collected and no cat had been brought in 

matching his description.  They said they would contact me if they had any cats brought in from that 

area.  I spoke to someone else on my second call as I had not heard anything and was desperate.  I 

was made to feel as if I was being an inconvenience, that I had not taken in what they previously said 

earlier that day. 

“At the end of the day I called them one last time to see if there was any news and they said their rec-

ords showed they had been to check around 10.30am after having been contacted by a member of 

the public and the call out cancelled as there was no sign of him.  Within 10 minutes, the lady called 

back to say she had a record of a second email from the same person saying it was still there and 

they were going out again to check and asked whether I would like to cancel it, which I did.  We were 

surprised she said someone had emailed to say it was still there, when we had already looked earlier 

that day.  I asked them to pass my details to that person but they refused because of data protection.  

It seemed unusual being I was giving them permission to pass on my details, not the other way 

around. 

“Coincidentally that person joined us looking for him, after he saw us from his house rummaging 

through the bushes along the roadside, as there was still no sign of him on the path, where he was 

described to be.  He explained he had contacted the council twice (the second time was because he 

was told it was still there when someone could see from a window - but we later found out this would 

have been incorrect).  He said he explicitly told the council to make sure they scanned him as he may 

belong to someone and he was worried they wouldn't.  We showed him photos of Coco and gave a 

description and he confirmed it was him and that the cat had gone from where it was left on the path.  

Others who had seen the cat also said it was him from the photos.  He was not an average black cat 

with distinguishing features of black wavy brown fur, slender, tall and with a long tail.  The man said 

that if it helped in any way, Coco was in a good physical condition, just had some blood from his nose.  

He showed us the exact spot Coco was and confirmed he was no longer there.  We all searched the 

bushes, but being it was now dark, we had to go back the following day. 

“It took a whole week of effort searching for answers, before we knew what finally happened. 
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“We were given information by someone who had seen a Biffa caged van collect the cat and put in a 

blue bag, just after 9am Tuesday 20th.  We did not get this information until early evening on Tuesday 

27th November.  My husband went to the local Biffa depot in Culham, Oxfordshire first thing on 

Wednesday when the office opened. He spoke to the manager, who had a "didn't really care" attitude.  

He told him he would look at the paperwork and call him.  He also mentioned that  their scanner had 

been playing up and were looking to get it replaced.  Seven hours later there was still no reply, so I 

contacted the council office to complain so someone could look into it and contact us immediately with 

the information.  Both ladies I spoke to were surprised how the situation was being dealt with after I ex-

plained all the circumstances of our story and efforts we made to find him.  They explained there was a 

standard procedure in place so Coco should have been scanned.  They contacted Biffa and soon after 

the manager, who my husband had originally spoke to, called with the answer we had been long await-

ing for.  He confirmed that, from their records, one of their drivers had collected Coco - put him in a blue 

bag, took him back to the depot, got distracted and in the meantime someone else collected all the blue 

bags with wildlife RTAs and put them ALL out for being collected to be incinerated. He was never 

scanned.  Had he been scanned and had they dealt with all my calls that same day we would have had 

him home. 

“The council replied to our formal complaint and admitted all Biffa's mistakes - have put some of the 

text from their reply below: 

"Biffa’s call centre staff missed an opportunity to let you know that a report had been received when 

you called on 20 November.  The crew member who picked the cat up telephoned the depot to let them 

know he had picked up a cat. This prompted depot staff to prepare the chip scanner. When it was 

switched on an error message was displayed.  Given the problem with the scanner, the fall-back posi-

tion should have been to take the animal to a veterinary centre where it could be scanned; however, he 

failed to follow this up on his return and the cat was taken for disposal at which point the opportunity to 

scan had passed.  

This will prevent the unfortunate situation described where the bag containing the cat was left with oth-

er waste within the depot and unknowingly taken away with other bags of waste." 

“They went on to describe all the training that will be given and changes that will be made to ensure it 

wouldn't happen again.  

“Our story was published in the paper - we contacted them merely to make everyone aware of what 

happened, especially having heard that others had been through the same.  But also, because I want-

ed to share Helena's petition alongside our story, in the hope it would gain more signatures. 

“This has had a big effect on us all.  Knowing he was killed in an accident is bad enough to cope with 

and the fact I was unable to be at home much leading up to when it happened is hard.  But we would 

have coped better if we had been given the chance to get him home again, to be placed next to our 

other much loved four legged family's ashes.  It is heartbreaking to think he was there alone all that 

time and no one took him to a vets to be scanned - the man who contacted the council was upset when 

he found out what happened, as he did not know he could have taken him to the vets.  Because of eve-

ryone's incompetence at Biffa and the lack of compassion we received, we would never get him back 

and will have to always live with the torment of his tragic ending. 

Cont... 
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“We will never have closure - even though we know it was him, we still look out for him - just in case.  

Our hearts skipping a beat when the gate rattles or we see our neighbour's black cat walk down our 

path.  Coco belonged to our daughter - she has asked on a number of occasions when will they give 

him back - there is no simple, easy way to explain to her what happened.  We have to say exactly how 

it is so she can try to understand why Coco is never coming home.  Her next question is harder to an-

swer - "why did they do that?".  Within days apart, she had to cope with losing her granddad and Coco.   

“Bringing ours and Gizmo’s story together is the only thing I feel I have left to be able to do for him.  It 

has become part of my life since November, doing everything I can in the hope that I can help towards 

the success of the petition and make it law that cats are scanned and reunited with their owners, to 

give them some comfort and closure - something we never got.  It is too late for us, every effort I put in 

is for Coco's memory, so his death and tragic ending will not be in vain.  No one else should have to 

experience the additional heartache of never having their beloved cat home again.  

To sum it up - we didn't lose a cat, we lost a member of our family and they took away the only chance 

of him coming back home to us.  We will never get another, he was irreplaceable.  Sitting here typing 

this is making me cry, bringing back that awful time.  And this is what the council/Biffa has done. “  

“ 

"Families will never stop searching for missing animal companions.  

They will never give up as cats and dogs are family.  

How many family members have councils simply thrown away?"  
Dr. Daniel Allen: SAMPA, and Animal Geographer, Keele University  

Alan Davis. Cats Protection member and volunteer 

“Having had three cats killed within six months of each other through road traffic accidents, I know 

how heartbreaking this is. For me at least I found out quickly what had happened and was able to put 

to rest my beloved cats in a dignified way and in doing so find closure. 

Sadly this is not always the case as many owners never discover what happened to their precious cats, 

as far too many local authorities still do not routinely scan for microchips. This leads to cats being 

"disposed of" in landfill sites or incinerated without their owners ever finding out what happened to 

their beloved pet, thus never getting the closure which at least I had. 

I hope our parliament will consider this petition and introduce mandatory scanning of all animals, 

whether involved in road traffic accidents or not, so owners can put to rest their loves pets in a dig-

nified and respectful way. “ 
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Natasha McPhee and Blu 

“Back in 2014 this little lady, Blu, the reason for starting Animals Lost and 
Found In Kent went missing. She was neutered and microchipped wearing 
a red 'I am microchipped' collar. We haven't given up hope and to this day 
still have a heart stopping moment when a cat comes up as found that 
looks like her. We don't know where she is, or what has happened. A rea-
son we're behind Gizmos Legacy and are aiming for signatures for them is 
because it was reported that our Blu was seen being thrown into the back 
of a high sided cage like truck with our Councils Logo on the side. We rang 
them, waste management, parks and maintenance, road sweepers and all 
deny picking her up. We rang almost daily for two weeks but they said 'it's 
not a legal requirement to scan for a microchip on cats, some departments 
do, but not all'. Since then we've tried to attend as many deceased cats as 
we can so they don't 'disappear' without a trace. Sat here in tears as I write this, was our Blu picked 
up by her back legs and thrown into a cart that ended up in landfill? Just a statistic, not a valued loved 
life with a family who tried to keep her safe by neutering and microchipping? 

Because of Blu we started Animals Lost and Found in Kent, a not for profit animal welfare organisa-
tion. We not only reunite deceased cats and dogs on a daily basis but alive animals around Kent, we 
also help rehabilite, rescue and rehome as many animals as we can around Kent. The pain of not 
knowing hurts so much.” 

 

Julie Macavoy and Oscar  

“I had two cats, brother and sister, Oscar and Mia. I’d had them since tiny kittens. 

First Mia went missing around 19th December 2011. I was out searching for her, posting pictures 

through the letterboxes locally, posting on Facebook .  I called Wirral Council to see if they’d had any 

reported accidents and they asked for her description.  

“They said they had lots of cats fitting that description so they couldn’t say if it was her but a cat had 

been found in the vicinity of where I lived. At the time I wasn’t aware of their policy to return and scan 

cats, so I left it there. As I’d had no confirmation, I continued to search for her for weeks.  

“In July 2014, my second cat Oscar also went missing. He had a very distinctive white stripe down his 

nose. Again, I called Wirral Council. The  department was run by a waste contractor (Veolia).  

Cont... 

“When Gizmo went missing , I never ate and slept for three weeks 

worrying about her.  

I ended up having a nervous breakdown, with the not-knowing 

and ended up under the care of my doctor on medication.” 

Helena Abrahams 
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“They told me that a cat fitting his descriptions been found dead on a road at the back of my house. I 

asked if they would retrieve and scan his microchip to make sure it was him. They said it was usually 

their policy to do so, but as it was Friday afternoon, the operators would have just taken him to the 

tip. I was devastated. 

“I was also very angry. I felt as though, as it was a Friday afternoon, they just couldn’t be bothered 

bringing him back to get scanned. I just kept imagining him lying amongst the rubbish on a tip. He 

didn’t deserve that. He was my pet, a member of my family, he deserved, as did Mia, a proper family 

burial so we could say goodbye.  

“And because he hadn’t been scanned, like with Mia, I always had the hope that it hadn’t been him 

that was killed and he may come home. It was cruel to leave us not knowing for sure.” 

Melissa Davies and Ernie 

“We live in Enfield north London and rescued Ernie and his brother Bert from our local charity rescue 

centre The Scratching Post. Earlier last year we had an unwelcome 

un-neutered visitor tomcat that caused Ernie to push his already wide 

territory wider. He always wandered but was always back on the bed 

in early hours. June 12th -13th he didn’t come back. I did the door 

knocks, notes to neighbours etc. I posted to online forums including 

love your doorstep Enfield.  

“It took 10 minutes for the admin on that site to thoughtfully contact 

me about a post a couple of days previously regarding a “beautiful fluffy black and white long hair cat 

deceased from RTA on pavement” opposite my road literally 30m at most. Ernie was chipped, neu-

tered, insured and much loved. Yet he was swept away as rubbish. I understand RTAs happen, but it 

would’ve taken seconds for Enfield council’s waste collection people to scan him. I know it’s not 

pleasant job but legally if it was a dog they would have to…why not cats ?” 

Lydia Valtind and Dynamite 

Lack of Policy - Lack of Proceedure - Lack of Empathy 

"My cat Dynamite went missing Jan 2015, and after days of searching finally, on Calder Road we 

found a poster saying a black cat has been run over and killed. We spoke to the neighbours and real-

ised it was him. They told us the council had picked him up. 

I had some harrowing phone calls with Edinburgh Council where I was redirected to clearance and 

several departments of staff telling me it wasn’t their job, until finally I left work to drive in person to 

speak to someone to find out where my cat had gone. 

Eventually I got a return call telling me he couldn’t be traced and would had gone to landfill.  

Dynamite had been microchipped, and if they had just scanned him, I would have been spared the 

pain of not knowing where he was, and from not even being able to pick him up and bury him proper-

ly. It was really upsetting." 
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Janette and Benji 

“My boy went missing in the 25th July 2015, a Saturday. After hours spent posting 

leaflets and door knocking we discovered he had been knocked down on a nearby 

quiet road. I was heartbroken beyond belief and my focus was then on getting him 

back so I could bury him nearby.  

“I discovered from people living nearby the road that he had been collected by the 

council on the Saturday afternoon. As he was chipped and our local council have 

been provided with scanners, I was so hopeful that we would get him back. “ 

My husband was at the council depot on the Monday afternoon as soon as we found out he had been 

collected.  

We were devastated to learn he had not been scanned and had in fact already been sent to be 

cremated with all the other poor lost animals. They hadn’t even waited a week to see if his owners 

came forward. Nobody seemed to care.  

Benji was my baby, an 18-month-old gorgeous boy. Not being able to say goodbye to him made the 

pain unbearable.  

I hope a law is passed to stop this happening over and over again.” 

Michelle Morton and Cookie 

“Our cat cookie went missing and for a week we searched for him, I knocked on all neighbours from 

our street to see if anyone knew anything. One of them said there had been a cat ran over and that 

she saw a road sweeper come to him, so I asked a council sweeper that was around our area and 

he described Cookie and that he was dead and had gone to the council's offices to be disposed of.  

“We went straight around and they checked the freezer but they said he must have already been dis-

posed of and that he mustn't have been chipped, but he was chipped! We got him from the RSPCA 

as a rescue and they chipped and neutered him before he was rehomed. Blackpool council did not 

give us the opportunity to check it was him and to say our goodbyes which caused us immense dis-

tress as he was part of our family, I think Blackpool council did not bother to scan him and just dis-

posed of him without trying to find his owners. This is not acceptable or right to treat him as if he did-

n't matter.  This is why the law needs to be changed so that owners have the opportunity to say their 

goodbyes and to bring them home.” 

”Every time the phone rings, you hope it's news.  

Normal life goes on hold,  you would do literally anything to get  

them back.  Scanning takes only a few seconds but in a  heartbeat  

it can end  so much heartache. ”  

Beverley Cuddy, Dogs Today 
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The Gizmos Legacy team have had several high profile names and 

organisations supporting or helping them achieve the target that has 

triggered this debate.  

Special thanks must go to Emmerdale actress Samantha Giles, 

Katherine Dow Blyton, BBC news, Look North West, Granada Re-

ports,  Eamon Holmes,  Ruth Langford, all the lost & found groups 

on Facebook, Dr Daniel Allen, Richard Jordan, Debbie Matthews, 

Deborah Meaden, James Frith, Dermot O’ Leary, Rachel Riley, Har-

riet Finch, Peter Egon, TV vet and campaigner Marc Abrahams, 

DogLost, the Stolen and Missing Pets Alliance,  Harvey's Army, - 

these organisations and individuals all recognising the importance of 

pets in our lives and all sharing posts from Gizmo's Legacy Twitter 

and Facebook accounts calling for Gizmo's Law. 

In addition the team also thank the many radio stations that did interviews  and to all the newspapers 

who published articles. 

 Supporters of the petition 

Pets in numbers: 

A 2018 YouGov survey for the PDSA 

showed that: 

49% of UK adults own a pet. 

25% of the UK adult have a cat with an es-

timated population of 11.1 million pet cats. 

24% of the UK adult population have a dog 

with an estimated population of 8.9 mil-

lion pet dogs. 

 

 

Further information about this petition 

may be obtained from the Gizmos Leg-

acy team: 

gizmoslegacypettion@gmail.com 

Helena Abrahams, Petition Manager 

“Every owner deserves the right to know what’s happened to their pet. It takes seconds to scan a pet.  High-

ways England scan deceased dogs & cats found on the highways - It is wrong that councils do not scan de-

ceased pets routinely. it’s like a lottery sadly. Please give families closure & make scanning  a routine proce-

dure.“ Harvey’s Army 

mailto:gizmoslegacypetition@gmail.com
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Summary  

These are just a few of the stories from some of 

the owners of the thousands of cats thrown away 

and disposed of like rubbish every year. 

It takes seconds to scan and save all the heart-

ache. 

Our submission 

We ask that this petition be subject to parliamen-

tary debate and new law introduced so that: 

• all councils to be have scanners 

and workers be trained how to use 

them and to be able to access the 

requisite databases 

• it is mandatory for council workers 

to scan collected deceased pets im-

mediately upon return to the council 

depot / office after collection 

• it is a condition of all third party con-

tracts for waste collection to include 

a clause requiring scanning of de-

ceased pets 

• all pets, whether chipped or not, to 

be recorded including collar details, 

markings and gender.  

• there is automatic notification of da-

tabase update to Deceased Cats 

UK and IRL and to DogLost.co.uk 

and also on a page on Council’s 

own website. 

• all pets be held for a minimum of 

one week after inclusion on the da-

tabase 

• Keep all cats and dogs for at least 

seven days, if they don’t have freez-

ers then use a local vet. 

 

 


